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About This Game

Welcome children, to a wonderful, magical, yet grizzly story that old Nicholas never wanted you to know.

After the story is said and done. Your own story will begin.
That's if you can survive the frosty nights that await you:

•The snowman is not so cute and friendly looking when he's hungry.
•Watch the ways into your room carefully for any unexpected 'guests'.

•Be sure to keep the door closed… although getting out of bed may be dangerous.
•There are many bangs, bumps, and distractions seen in the corner of your eye. Are they a real danger, or safe to ignore?

•Prepare yourself, you need something to see in the dark, and something more to defend yourself.
•Survive until the warm sun ruses.

Frosty Nights is a First Person / Point and Click hybrid horror game that focuses on atmosphere and suspense.
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The first couple of nights are slow, but the later nights will give you little time to think of your next move.
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Got for 50% off via coupon
Beginning is easy as balls.
Champion is hard as balls.
11\/10 if you love balls.. The only one of my 120+ VR games that makes me motion sick. Is this also supposed to be an
astigmatism simulator?. After many tedious hours spent attempting to build a working vessel, I concede defeat to From the
Depths. Mastering the basics (or just barely grasping them) can turn into a quest of monumental proportions. Unless of course
you're an engineering god\/demi-god.

in the end though, I had a blast with the battling part of the game as it's immense fun watching vehicles duke it out using an
array of weapon types. the units designed and featured in the campaign (praise be their creator's engineering prowess) had me
really impressed, anyone who can make such a creation is a boss.

TLDR: Not my cup of tea, however I see the appeal to those who want to build and battle.. Update:

Now the game has base building which for me is great! It adds so much more to the game and the devs are still not finished!
They have so much planned and I am convinced they will follow through with it all as they are very active and listen to the
community :D

I have started a new series of gameplay videos:
https://youtu.be/VcAo5m33tak

The new update is a huge game changer and brings exciting new elements to the game, highly recommended!

Old review:

"Seriously loving this game so far, what there is so far is very good and I can`t wait for more content to be added. I very much
recommend it, it`s also very comfortable to play!

It may seem daunting at first and to be honest first plays can be real hard and seem unfair, but as with any survival games you
get the hang of it. You learn to prioritise things, expand and craft things that increase your chance of survival. Stick with it and
you will see for yourself.

Currently working on a series on Youtube, check it out"
https://youtu.be/TAw9oQCplUc. A mile deep but an inch wide -- There are plenty of fun nuances to the gameplay, all of which
take time and practice to master. However, once you've learned them, you've essentially beaten the game. Yes it takes combined
effort to successfully perform missions, but the gameplay is more of the same. Dive to periscope depth, acquire target, do 15-30
minutes of calculations to get a firing solution, and then helplessly crash dive as the enemy destroyers close in on you.

Overall, it's a fun experience, but it loses its novelty quickly.. This game is all right and is pretty fun but going into this i
recommend you prepare to get angry and to die
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Nice game but would be better if gm adds in new heroes for us to unlock. very fun game, a bit frustrating somtimes. but its a
game to be played for many days. Sigh, how would I be able to explain how BROKEN Robocraft has become?

(Akward pause)

Well let's start with the pros:

*Based off center of math and SCIENCE
*Player made robots
*Community factory to sell copys of your robots
*Actual weight to blocks

Now on with the cons

*There are A LOT of cons, but here's one:
ALMOST EVERYTHING

Let me explain. I have played this game for so long and I'm dissapointed about how much of a mess Robocraft has become. I'm
sorry to say but, I don't like it anymore.
There are constant updates so that robot you just finished making, the next day, a update comes out and guess what, That robot
you spent five hours working on renders useless. I created my bot many years ago and yet, I didn't even think about what I was
building. It was a burger colored caterpillar, I slapped some guns on it, gave it some wings and BAM, called it a robot.

But there is something a bit worse now: balance. The game "supposedly" says: "Please wait while we match you fairly with other
players". That is a straight up LIE. You could create some high tech 5 areoflak cannon bomber and be matched with new
players. It's super unfair and it drives away players. FreeJam, get yourself together and bring back Tiers!

Ever since FreeJam introduced the Community Factory, It has been a complete flop for me. It meant the richer players could
make their robots have a 5 star combat rating and make them even richer, while those with limited funds, are stuck with the
lower star robots, making little to no Robits off their robots. Guess what the first thing you look for when you go to the
Community Factory, a good robot. So Robocraft shows almost only 5 star combat rated robots. And only the rich can buy them,
leave the less rich to have to dig deep to just find a cheap, decent, robot.

All these robots are being sold for over 120k robits! How are you supposed to make that much? It seems the only way is to
either churn out money for that robot, or simply play match, after match, after match. Clan seasons are my main revenue of
robits now. Your only choice to get that much is to either play for crates and hope you get good stuff to sell in the recycle, or
you have to cough up them dolla dolla bills to buy a ship full of platinum crates and sell EVERYTHING you get from those
crates.

I can't reccommend this game until it's more balanced and gives robits whether or not you win or lose a match. Seriously. Hey,
new players, keep in mind, RAIL AND PLASMA FOR DA WIN.. Dont be fooled by the crazy logo! This is Really Fun to Play
and it is also a professional feeling level\/scene designer! In a couple hours I had a slick looking RPG dungeon scene. Started
with animated Lava tiles, and eventually was placing little lamp posts, a flying bat and quickly posed a warrior skeliton with 6
weapons stuck in him. I really hope a community gets behind this.

On your left hand you can pick various themes (i.e. Fallout, Fantasy, Modern, Pixel) then pick item classes (i.e. Landscape,
Creatures, Effects) and then you Snap Pieces into a small model world. The Zooom camera brings the scenes to life, a lot of
detail comes into each object the closer you get.

They have some beta features including the use of Tilt Brush to add more effects (didnt try yet) Also I was able to turn on Test
Level and it dropped a simple robot onto my level and I was running and jumping.

So thats the long winded way of saying thats it's a fantastic miniature level designer, still rough and ugly on edges but fantastic
for artists, role players and anyone wanting to escape and play with some toys in VR!. This Mega xp boost is something to have
when you want to rank up really fast. It really does work, you get 2.5 more xp each round which is alot if you want to rank up
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faster then other people. The price of this is really high though. I would recommend getting this when its on sale then you will
feel like you got your monies worth. This is a must have if you are going to go for the 100 ranks this game has. The good thing
is that it just ranks you up, but if you wanted to help out your team then you will have to get the team xp booster. I recommend
it to anyone wanting to rank up faster.. Pricey, but worth it for Marie Rose alone.
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